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Pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 35 and 40, Appellee Claimants’ Advisory
Committee (the “CAC”) respectfully submits this Memorandum of Law
Supplementing Petition for Rehearing and Rehearing En Banc of this Court’s
March 8, 2013 decision (the “Decision”), attached as Exhibit A to the original
Petition for Rehearing and Rehearing En Banc (the “Petition”).
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
After receiving the Petition and the Response of Dow Corning
Corporation to Appellee’s Petition for Rehearing and Rehearing En Banc (“Dow
Corning Resp.”), the hearing panel issued an amended opinion (the “Amended
Decision”) (attached hereto as Exhibit A) revising one paragraph in Section II-F of
the Decision. By letter dated April 18, 2013, the Clerk of the Court directed the
CAC to submit a memorandum of law supplementing the Petition if it still wished
to pursue en banc review. The CAC therefore submits this memorandum to
explain why (1) the Amended Decision does not correct the core error identified in
the Petition; (2) the history and context of this case warrant review of the Petition
by the full Court; and (3) notwithstanding Dow Corning’s mischaracterizations of
the record, the panel’s resolution frustrates the intent of the parties and the court
below and harms thousands of settling claimants by re-introducing uncertainty that
will unfairly delay supplemental rupture and disease payments (“Premium
Payments”) promised years ago as inducement to support the settlement.
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ARGUMENT
I.

The Amended Decision Fails to Remedy the Central Error of the
Panel’s Original Ruling
As explained in the Petition, the Decision nominally affirmed the

District Court’s holding denying Dow Corning a Time Value Credit (“TVC”) on
its funding obligations based on the timing of the Initial Payment, but destroyed
the benefit of the relief obtained below. It did so by expressly holding open the
possibility that Dow Corning could obtain identical relief through a net present
value (“NPV”) adjustment under Plan provisions other than those on which Dow
Corning relied. That possibility was left open even though Dow Corning expressly
argued that the TVC mechanism was the only way for it to achieve such an
adjustment. And the main purpose at hand – to resolve a funding contingency
affecting the Settlement Facility’s ability to issue Premium Payments – could be
met only by a District Court ruling that definitively resolved Dow Corning’s
entitlement to an NPV adjustment on any basis.
The Amended Decision revises one paragraph of the Decision,
deleting the panel’s erroneous statement that the broader issue of Dow Corning’s
entitlement to an NPV adjustment had been “first raised and argued in the briefs on
appeal.” However, the panel substituted the vaguer but still inaccurate statement
that “[t]he litigation below centered on Time Value Credits, not on net present
value adjustments.” Compare Decision at 21 with Amended Decision at 21.
-2KL3 2925084.6
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The modified language reflects the panel’s acknowledgment that the
full range of legal, contractual, and policy arguments briefed on appeal regarding
Dow Corning’s potential entitlement to an NPV adjustment with respect to the
Initial Payment had, in fact, been presented to the District Court. It is thus
puzzling that the panel continues to cite, as the basis for declining to reach the
issue, a case concerning issues raised for the first time on appeal. Id.
The briefs below demonstrate that the parties believed they were
presenting to the District Court the general question of whether Dow Corning was
entitled to an NPV adjustment for the Initial Payment. That issue was framed in
terms of the TVC mechanism because Dow Corning itself admitted that this was
the only Plan provision under which it could receive such an adjustment. RE # 736
(Dow Corning Reply) at 2. The parties never dreamed that Dow Corning could
wait sixteen years and then claim a $200 million credit under plan provisions
intended to fine-tune the NPV calculation at the end of the settlement program;
they understood that this would have been inconsistent with the need for certainty
in connection with funding projections. They viewed Dow Corning’s claim for a
TVC as a general request for an NPV adjustment and litigated it as such. The
District Court’s decision can be read only as rejecting that broader claim. Thus,
the panel’s core error persists.
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Even if the District Court had failed to rule on arguments that the
panel now recognizes were presented to both courts, issues asserted but not
decided below may be raised and addressed on appeal. See Williams v. Duke
Energy Int’l, Inc., 681 F.3d 788, 799 (6th Cir. 2012). Indeed, this Court has
recognized that, even with respect to issues not raised below, “to the extent the
issue is presented with sufficient clarity and completeness and its resolution will
materially advance the progress of . . . already protracted litigation, we should
address it.” Pinney Dock & Transp. Co. v. Penn Cent. Corp., 838 F.2d 1445, 1461
(6th Cir. 1988) (emphasis added).1
The panel fails to address the obvious implication of its recognition
that the broader NPV arguments were presented to the District Court: the
acknowledged preservation of those issues vastly strengthens the CAC’s argument
that the District Court intended to resolve the broader question before it. Indeed,
as explained below, the broader reading of the District Court’s decision is the only
one that makes sense, because closing off one avenue for Dow Corning to receive a
1

In any event, the general rule against considering issues first raised on appeal
affects only appellants: “[T]he prevailing party may . . . assert in a reviewing court
any ground in support of his judgment, whether or not that ground was relied upon
or even considered by the trial court.” Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S. 471, 476
n.6 (1970). More generally, the Supreme Court has cautioned that such procedural
rules are intended to “promote the ends of justice, not to defeat them,” and blanket
refusal to consider issues anew on appeal even where justice requires “would be
out of harmony with this policy.” Hormel v. Helvering, 312 U.S. 552, 557 (1941).
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$200 million adjustment while leaving open other routes to the same relief would
hardly have provided the “certainty regarding the payment obligations” that the
District Court recognized the parties sought and required. RE # 836 (11/28/11
Order) at 6. Thus, the Amended Decision fails to correct the panel’s core error
because it re-opens the very question the court below intended to resolve: Dow
Corning’s entitlement to a present value adjustment in connection with the Initial
Payment.
II.

The Unique History of the Dow Corning Bankruptcy and Settlement
Warrants En Banc Review of the Amended Decision
En banc review of the unresolved error identified above is warranted

here both because of the unique history and circumstances of this Court’s
involvement with the Dow Corning bankruptcy and because the panel’s error will
have precisely the type of unintended consequences on other aspects of the Dow
Corning settlement against which this Court has cautioned in its careful review of
prior case-related appeals.
At its commencement in 1995, Dow Corning was one of the largest
bankruptcies in American history. It also proved to be one of the most litigious,
spawning battles over a vast range of procedural and substantive issues and
culminating in a $3.12 billion global settlement, administered through a sixteenyear Settlement Facility and documented in hundreds of pages of meticulously
negotiated plan documents. This Court heard no fewer than six appeals during the
-5KL3 2925084.6
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bankruptcy case, including one in 2002 addressing a multitude of issues raised by
Plan objectors. The Court has heard six more appeals since the Plan went into
effect in 2004, ranging from individual claimant challenges to disputes over benefit
criteria to the current appeal regarding funding issues. Fully half of the Court’s
current active judges have sat on one or more panels in Dow Corning appeals.
The Court thus has a unique institutional interest in the administration
of this case that sets it apart from routine, one-time appeals. At the same time, the
Court has recognized Judge Hood’s unique role and expertise as the judge who has
overseen the Dow Corning case since 1995. She sat with Bankruptcy Judge
Spector during the 1999 confirmation hearings and, when Judge Spector’s term
expired in 2001, withdrew the reference and has sat as the court of original
jurisdiction ever since. As a result, this Court has recognized that “she is much
more familiar with this Plan – and with the parties’ expectations regarding it – than
we are,” necessitating “a measure of deference” in reviewing and construing her
decisions. Dow Corning Corp. v. Claimants’ Advisory Comm. (In re Settlement
Facility Dow Corning Trust), 628 F.3d 769, 772 (6th Cir. 2010). While
concluding that relatively less deference is warranted in the pure construction of
Plan documents, the Court nevertheless cautioned that “we should be mindful that
our blind spots with respect to how one provision might interrelate with others are
likely much larger than are the district court’s.” Id. The panel in this appeal
-6KL3 2925084.6
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agreed that “when slogging through the morass of the Dow Corning settlement, we
should recognize this judge’s many years’ experience in exploring this potentially
treacherous area.” Amended Decision at 8.
The panel here regrettably ran afoul of these admonitions. From its
own analysis of the Plan documents, the panel devised an argument that Dow
Corning itself never even offered: that it might apply for a $200 million NPV
adjustment under Funding Agreement Section 2.05(a)(ii) – the Plan’s “true-up”
mechanism – in Funding Period Sixteen, thereby dramatically (and retroactively)
reducing the funds available to pay settlements. Dow Corning never advanced this
theory because (like the CAC and Judge Hood) it understood how the Plan’s
various components fit together: the Plan documents call for annual projections of
claims to be paid and funds available so that the District Court can determine when
to authorize payment of different classes of settlements. The most important
outstanding issue is the timing of Premium Payments (representing a 20-25 %
supplement on base settlement amounts, to compensate, among other things, for
the delays of bankruptcy) that settling breast implant claimants were told would
likely be paid “several years” into the sixteen-year facility. 2 To obtain the accurate

2

See RE # 848 (Reply of Claimants’ Advisory Committee in Further Support of
Finance Committee’s First Amended Recommendation and Motion for
Authorization to Make Partial Premium Payments) at 9.
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and up-to-date projections necessary to determine the timing of such payments,
big-ticket items such as Dow Corning’s claimed Initial Payment adjustment must
be resolved promptly and completely.
Because it was thus unthinkable that Dow Corning could seek this
credit after sixteen years, Dow Corning did not argue for it, the CAC did not
oppose it, and the District Court did not mention it in denying Dow Corning’s
motion for a TVC adjustment on account of the Initial Payment. But that does not
mean the issue is “open” – it means the issue did not exist until the panel created it.
As explained more fully below, the panel’s decision is likely to have a
severe impact on thousands of claimants awaiting Premium Payments. An
unambiguous affirmance of Judge Hood’s decision would have eliminated the
Initial Payment contingency and permitted the Finance Committee to project with a
high degree of confidence that enough funds exist to issue Premium Payments
now. Forcing the parties to return to the District Court and re-litigate the NPV
adjustment question, followed by another appeal, will delay for at least a year and
perhaps longer a final judicial resolution of the question – leaving open a
contingency that Dow Corning will exploit to resist approval of premiums.
The CAC recognizes that en banc review is rare, among other reasons,
because of the respect owed to the efforts of panel judges and counsel. See Dow
Corning Resp. at 2-3. Here, however, there is a countervailing consideration:
-8KL3 2925084.6
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concern over a panel decision that, while intended as an affirmance, inadvertently
undermines the usefulness and finality of a result obtained below following a
substantial expenditure of resources by the parties and the District Court – thereby
spawning additional unnecessary litigation.
In short, this Court has a unique investment in the proper
administration of the Dow Corning bankruptcy and the resulting settlement; the
error challenged in the Petition highlights precisely why caution is warranted in
reviewing the decisions of a judge who has lived with a case for nearly two
decades; and the impact on thousands of claimants heightens the importance of
correcting that error through en banc review.
III.

Dow Corning’s Response to the Petition Distorts the Proceedings Below
and Misrepresents the Likely Impact of the Panel’s Error
Dow Corning’s Response presents a distorted account of what

occurred in the District Court – and why – in an attempt to obscure the panel’s
error and the severe impact that will flow from failure to correct it.
First, Dow Corning tries to create the impression that the District
Court, like the panel, held open the possibility of Dow Corning later receiving an
NPV adjustment for the Initial Payment through some mechanism other than a
TVC. But that concept simply was not contemplated or mentioned by the parties
or the court in the proceedings below, and Dow Corning itself stated that “applying
TVCs to the Initial Payment is the only way to preserve the NPV as of the
-9KL3 2925084.6
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Effective Date.” RE # 736 (Dow Corning Reply) at 2. Dow Corning should not
now be permitted to walk away from this express waiver.
Thus, based on their common understanding that the TVC mechanism
was the only applicable plan provision, the parties briefed the full range of legal,
policy, and fairness arguments eventually presented to the panel as to Dow
Corning’s potential entitlement to an NPV adjustment for the Initial Payment. For
example, the CAC argued that (1) because Dow Corning had agreed to assign the
earning power of the Initial Payment for the benefit of the Trust as of April 30,
1999, regardless of whether the funds had been transferred, it could not take back
the time value of the same funds through an NPV adjustment based on the timing
of the transfer, and (2) because the funds were simply transferred between escrows
and could not be used pre-Effective Date to pay claims, that transfer did not
constitute a “payment” under the Plan. These arguments went to Dow Corning’s
general entitlement to any present value adjustment, not merely construction of the
TVC provisions. See Petition at 8-9.
In denying Dow Corning’s request for a TVC on the Initial Payment,
the District Court acknowledged the CAC’s broader policy arguments and agreed
that the plain language of the Plan documents, including the provision assigning
interest on the Initial Payment to the Trust regardless of custody of the funds, was
inconsistent with giving Dow Corning a TVC adjustment for the pre-Effective
- 10 KL3 2925084.6
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Date transfer of the funds to the Trust’s escrow. RE # 836 (11/28/11 Order) at 11.
The District Court did not state or suggest that Dow Corning could nevertheless
claim a time value adjustment for the transfer under some other Plan provision.
Dow Corning stretches to suggest the contrary by quoting language in
the District Court’s summary paragraph distinguishing between NPV adjustments
generally and the specific TVCs that Dow Corning had sought – a distinction
relevant for the series of smaller adjustments discussed in the immediately
preceding pages of the District Court’s order that may be available under the “trueup” provision in Funding Period Sixteen. But there is no indication that the
District Court thereby intended to leave open the distinct issue of whether Dow
Corning could claim a much larger NPV adjustment for the Initial Payment.
The District Court rejected as premature Dow Corning’s argument
that, if it did not receive all of its claimed credits (including for the Initial
Payment), its payments to the Trust might exceed the $2.3 billion NPV cap.
Contrary to Dow Corning’s suggestion (Dow Corning Resp. at 5-6), the District
Court’s decision did not hold open the possibility that Dow Corning could later
receive a $200 million NPV adjustment under some other Plan provision that
neither the parties nor the District Court had identified. Rather, the District Court
simply acknowledged that it was not yet clear that calculations implementing its
rulings would show the cap being exceeded with or without the credit being
- 11 KL3 2925084.6
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granted: “The Claims Administrator has not made a determination on the Annual
Payment Ceiling, therefore, this argument is speculative at this time . . . .” RE #
836 (11/28/11 Order) at 16 (quoted in Dow Corning Resp. at 5).
The idea that Dow Corning might subsequently claim an adjustment
under the “true-up” provision was first introduced by the panel. Nothing in the
District Court opinion can be read as holding open such a possibility. Rather, the
District Court recognized that Dow Corning was seeking finality as to whether any
NPV adjustment for the Initial Payment was available: “According to Dow
Corning, because the Finance Committee and Dow Corning require certainty
regarding the payment obligations, Dow Corning filed the instant motion . . . .” Id.
at 6.
Second, Dow Corning tries to obscure the important link between the
TVC motion and the pending Premium Payment issue. Significantly, Dow
Corning does not directly deny that the District Court requested it to file the TVC
motion to resolve the lingering dispute over its claimed adjustments. Dow Corning
now says its motion was filed “to determine the proper methodology for
calculating the amount Dow Corning could be required to pay” (Dow Corning
Resp. at 7), but this was not an academic exercise. To the contrary, resolving the
funding dispute directly affects when Premium Payments will be authorized – a
relationship that the panel unfortunately did not appreciate. Dow Corning attempts
- 12 KL3 2925084.6
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to capitalize on the panel’s misunderstanding by misleadingly suggesting that
finality on the NPV issue is irrelevant to the timing of premiums.
Dow Corning first tries to confuse the issue by stating that “resolution
of whether Dow Corning is entitled to a net present value adjustment for its early
payment of the Initial Payment will not resolve the analysis of the liquidated value
of future claims that is pertinent to the Premium Payment issue.” Dow Corning
Resp. at 9. This is true but irrelevant. Two projections are necessary to determine
adequate funding for premiums: the value of expected future claims, and the
funding available to pay them. The first is based on the pattern of claims filing and
approval, which has been relatively stable over the years and is now declining.
The second – the funding available to pay claims – of course is directly linked to
the NPV issue. As explained in the Petition, so long as that issue remains
uncertain, the Finance Committee, which is charged with recommending when to
pay premiums, must assume that Dow Corning will win the dispute and that $200
million NPV less will be available to pay future claims. See Petition at 5-7.
Dow Corning argues that the pending dispute over an NPV for the
Initial Payment is “immaterial” to the Premium Payment issue because the Finance
Committee has already sought authorization to issue premiums and the CAC has
supported this motion. Dow Corning Resp. at 10. But the Finance Committee has
asked for authority only to pay half of the premiums earned thus far by settling tort
- 13 KL3 2925084.6
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claimants ($69 million NPV), and Dow Corning has vigorously opposed even that
limited relief, which would leave a cushion of approximately $82 million NPV to
pay unanticipated base claims – based on the assumption that Dow Corning will
win its claimed $200 million credit for the Initial Payment.
If, on the other hand, the District Court’s ruling that Dow Corning is
not entitled to that adjustment had been affirmed in fact and not merely in name,
the funding cushion would exceed $280 million – certainly enough for the Finance
Committee to recommend and the Court to authorize full, rather than half,
Premium Payments. Dow Corning understandably wishes to preserve its right to
argue the contrary, but it cannot credibly claim that resolving this contingency is
not highly material to the Premium Payment question. The CAC’s support for
partial payments hardly contradicts this conclusion.
But to usefully inform the projections on which the Finance
Committee – and thus the District Court – must rely, the Initial Payment NPV
question must be completely resolved. If Dow Corning could claim the adjustment
later on a different basis, the funding contingency would remain. Thus, the District
Court must have intended to resolve the general NPV issue.
By identifying claims that Dow Corning never made and leaving open
issues that the parties and the court below thought had been resolved, the Amended
Decision undercuts years of work and creates uncertainty that will harm thousands
- 14 KL3 2925084.6
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of injured claimants who have been waiting since 1999 for the payments described
when they were asked to vote in favor of the Plan. Indeed, many claimants have
died awaiting the settlements they had been promised. This Court’s deep
investment in the Dow Corning case, the panel’s unusual error, and the potentially
irreparable impact on thousands of claimants all argue in favor of en banc review.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Appellee respectfully requests that the
Court order rehearing or rehearing en banc.
Dated: New York, New York
May 2, 2013
Respectfully submitted,
Dianna Pendleton-Dominguez
LAW OFFICE OF DIANNA PENDLETON
401 N. Main Street
St. Marys, OH 45885
(419) 394-0717
Ernest Hornsby
FARMER, PRICE, HORNSBY &
WEATHERFORD LLP
100 Adris Court
Dothan, AL 36303
(334) 793-2424

/s/ Jeffrey S. Trachtman
Jeffrey S. Trachtman
KRAMER LEVIN NAFTALIS &
FRANKEL LLP
1177 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
(212) 715-9100

Counsel for the Claimants’ Advisory Committee
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FILED

No. 11-2632

Apr 18, 2013

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT

IN RE: SETTLEMENT FACILITY DOW
CORNING TRUST.
DOW CORNING CORPORATION,
Interested Party-Appellant,
v.
CLAIMANTS’ ADVISORY COMMITTEE,
Interested Party-Appellee.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEBORAH S. HUNT, Clerk

ON APPEAL FROM THE
UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURT FOR THE EASTERN
DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN
AMENDED OPINION

BEFORE: BATCHELDER, Chief Judge; McKEAGUE and GRIFFIN, Circuit Judges.
McKEAGUE, Circuit Judge. In this case arising from its Chapter 11 reorganization, Dow
Corning Corporation seeks Time Value Credits to account for the timing of certain payments it made
to the Depository Trust set up for the benefit of breast implant tort claimants. The district court
denied Dow’s requests except for the instances where the Funding Payment Agreement expressly
provides for Time Value Credits. We affirm.
I. BACKGROUND
Bankruptcy
The saga of the Dow Corning silicon breast implant litigation settlement has been told before,
so we will not repeat it here. See, e.g., In re Dow Corning Corp., 255 B.R. 445 (E.D. Mich. 2000),
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No. 11-2632
In re: Settlement Facility Dow Corning Trust
aff’d and remanded, 280 F.3d 648 (6th Cir. 2002). Suffice it to say that faced with thousands of
lawsuits brought by women who had received silicon breast implants that it manufactured, Dow
Corning Corporation (“Dow”) filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy on May 15, 1995. The Bankruptcy
Court confirmed the Amended Joint Plan of Reorganization (the “Plan”) on November 30, 1999.
Much litigation followed, and the Plan finally took effect on June 1, 2004.
The Plan outlines the procedures for resolving breast implant claims. Claimants can choose
to settle their claims through a Settlement Facility or litigate their claims against a Litigation Facility.
Plan § 5.4. Claims and administrative expenses are paid with monies held in a trust known as the
Depository Trust (the “Trust”). Plan § 5.3. The responsibilities of the Trustee are enumerated in a
Depository Trust Agreement (the “Trust Agreement”), the first version of which was dated March
27, 2001.
The Funding Payment Agreement
Dow’s payment obligations are set forth in a Funding Payment Agreement (the “Funding
Agreement”), which is the document at the center of this appeal. The Funding Agreement requires
Dow to make payments to the Trust1 up to a maximum aggregate amount of $3.172 billion. Funding
Agreement § 2.01. However, the Funding Agreement does not require Dow to make this payment
all at once, but spreads out Dow’s payment obligations over time. To account for the timing of these
payments, the Funding Agreement provides that Dow’s funding obligation cannot exceed a net
present value of $2.35 billion, calculated as of the Effective Date (June 1, 2004). Funding

1

Although the Funding Agreement uses the term “Settlement Facility,” it means the same
thing as the Depository Trust. Funding Agreement § 1.03.
-2-
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No. 11-2632
In re: Settlement Facility Dow Corning Trust
Agreement § 2.01. To compare the net present value of Dow’s payment stream with the net present
value funding cap, all payments—with a possible exception identified below—must be discounted
to the Effective Date using a rate of 7% per year compounded annually. Funding Agreement § 2.01;
Plan §§ 1.102, 5.3.2
The method by which Dow fulfills its payment obligations under the Funding Agreement is
remarkably complicated. We need not describe all the details of the Funding Agreement, but several
aspects of the Funding Agreement are important for purposes of this appeal.
First, before the Effective Date, Dow made a series of payments totaling $985 million.
Funding Agreement § 2.01(a). When executing the Plan, the parties anticipated that appeals might
be filed that would delay the Plan’s implementation. Plan § 7.4. To prepare for that contingency,
the Plan provided that Dow would make an initial payment of $985 million to the Trust to “be held
in escrow pending the outcome of the appeal, with any interest accruing thereon to be held as part
of the fund.” Plan § 7.4. The Plan further provided that these funds could be used for administrative
expenses by the Settlement Facility to prepare “to begin processing Claims promptly after the
Effective Date.” Plan § 7.4. If the confirmation of the Plan was upheld on appeal, these funds would
be disbursed to pay claims; if the confirmation of the Plan was overturned on appeal, the remaining

2

“Net Present Value” is defined in the Plan as “the value of an amount of money to be paid
in the future or over a period of time that has been adjusted or discounted to reflect that amount as
of a single earlier date.” Plan § 1.102. The time value of money is a concept central to the Funding
Agreement. Simply put, “[t]he time value of money refers to what the value of a dollar amount is
today (present value) versus what the value of that same dollar amount will be in X amount of time
(future value).” James A. Elfter, Discounted Cash Flow, in The Portable MBA in Finance and
Accounting 103, 103 (Theodore Grossman & John Leslie Livingstone, eds., 4th ed. 2009).
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funds would be returned to Dow. Plan § 7.4. Of course, the confirmation of the Plan was in fact
appealed, so these payments were made—mostly in 2001—pursuant to a detailed provision in the
Trust Agreement. See Trust Agreement § 4.01(a). Collectively, they are referred to as the “Initial
Payment.” Funding Agreement § 2.01(a).
Another important aspect of the Funding Agreement is that Dow’s payment obligations are
spread out over time. The Funding Agreement creates a series of sixteen “Funding Periods.”
Funding Agreement § 2.01(b). Each Funding Period lasts exactly one year, and the first begins
exactly one year after the Effective Date. Funding Agreement § 2.01(b). Each Funding Period has
a corresponding “Annual Payment Ceiling” which determines Dow’s maximum payment obligation
during that Funding Period. Funding Agreement § 2.01(b). Every three months, the Claims
Administrator sends Dow a notification informing Dow of the amount of claims and expenses
expected to be paid out in excess of reserves each month. Funding Agreement § 2.02(a). At the end
of each month, the Claims Administrator sends Dow a notification informing Dow of the actual
claims and expenses paid out in excess of reserves during the preceding month. Funding Agreement
§ 2.02(b). Dow must promptly pay that amount. Funding Agreement § 2.02(b)(i). Dow is not
required to pay more than necessary to cover the actual claims and expenses paid in excess of
reserves, Funding Agreement § 2.02(b)(iii), and cannot be required to pay more than the Annual
Payment Ceiling. Funding Agreement § 2.02(b)(i).
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But the Annual Payment Ceilings really only limit Dow’s obligations with respect to cash
payments. “Insurance Proceeds”3 received by Dow before the Effective Date were required to be
held in trust by Dow and paid to the Trust 90 days after the Effective Date. Funding Agreement
§ 2.01(a)(ii). After the Effective Date, Insurance Proceeds are supposed to be paid by the insurers
directly to the Trust, and if Dow receives Insurance Proceeds, it must transfer them to the Trust
immediately, whether or not they exceed the applicable Annual Payment Ceiling. Funding
Agreement §§ 2.01(a)(i), 2.02(c). Of course, requiring Insurance Proceeds to be paid to the Trust
without regard to the Annual Payment Ceilings means that Dow’s payment of cash and Insurance
Proceeds during a Funding Period could exceed the Annual Payment Ceiling. Recognizing this fact,
the Funding Agreement provides that when Dow’s payments during a Funding Period exceed the
applicable Annual Payment Ceiling, Dow receives a credit for the excess amount that operates to
reduce the Annual Payment Ceiling in a future funding period.4 As explained in more detail below,
sometimes this credit is applied to the very next Annual Payment Ceiling, and sometimes it is
applied to an Annual Payment Ceiling farther in the future.
In addition to crediting the nominal value of the excess amount against a future Annual
Payment Ceiling, the Funding Agreement sometimes also expressly credits the time value of the

3

“Insurance Proceeds” is a defined term with a complicated definition in the Funding
Agreement. Funding Agreement § 1.02(a). It essentially means funds received from Dow’s
insurance providers.
4

Similarly, if the expenditures are less than the Annual Payment Ceiling so that Dow is
required to pay less than the Annual Payment Ceiling, the very next Annual Payment Ceiling is
increased by the difference, plus 7%. Funding Agreement § 2.02(e).
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excess amount. This so-called “Time Value Credit” recognizes that Dow has essentially paid its
obligation early, and credits Dow for the timing of the payment as well as the nominal amount. The
Time Value Credit is calculated at the rate of 7% per year—the same rate used to calculate the net
present value of the total payments for purposes of comparing it with the net present value funding
cap.
Dispute
The Claims Administrator is charged with the responsibility of adjusting the Annual Payment
Ceilings. In 2004, Dow requested that the Claims Administrator adjust the Annual Payment Ceilings
to take into account several different payments it had made. Dow claimed it was entitled to Time
Value Credits for making these payments early. Specifically, Dow sought Time Value Credits for
the following eight payments:
(1) The $985 million Initial Payment, paid mostly in 2001.
(2) $18.4 million paid in 2001 to settle Class 6D claims.
(3) $211,456,278 in Insurance Proceeds that were received by Dow before the Effective Date
and paid in June 2004.
(4) $2.9 million paid from Dow’s MDL 926 escrow account in June 2004.
(5) $2,180,656 paid from Dow’s MDL 926 escrow account in June and September 2004.
(6) $7.2 million paid in June 2004 to Class 4A claimants.
(7) $214,363,369 in Insurance Proceeds that were received by Dow after the Effective Date
and paid in June 2004.
(8) $57,736,990 in Insurance Proceeds paid in Funding Period 3.
The Claimants’ Advisory Committee (“Committee”), which represents the tort claimants,
objected to Dow’s request for Time Value Credits for most of these payments. When the Claims
Administrator did not grant its request, Dow filed a motion in the United States District Court for
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the Eastern District of Michigan requesting that the court require the Claims Administrator to award
the Time Value Credits.
The district court found that the Funding Agreement is unambiguous. It determined that Dow
is entitled to Time Value Credits only in those instances where the Funding Agreement expressly
provides for them. It concluded that if the parties had intended Dow to receive Time Value Credits
for particular payments, the Funding Agreement would specifically provide for them. Since the
Funding Agreement specifically provides a Time Value Credit for the $214,363,369 in Insurance
Proceeds that were received by Dow after the Effective Date and paid in June 2004 (payment number
7 above), the district court found that Dow was entitled to one. It further found that the Funding
Agreement specifically provides a Time Value Credit for the $211,456,278 in Insurance Proceeds
received before the effective date and paid in June 2004 (payment number 3 above), but only for the
period from the date of payment until the beginning of Funding Period 1. The Funding Agreement
does not specifically provide a Time Value Credit for the other payments, so the district court denied
Dow’s request for Time Value Credits for these payments. Unsatisfied with this outcome, Dow
appealed the district court’s order.
II. ANALYSIS
A. Standard of Review
We apply principles of contract interpretation when interpreting a confirmed bankruptcy plan.
See In re Dow Corning Corp., 456 F.3d 668, 676 (6th Cir. 2006). New York law governs our
interpretation of the Plan and related documents. Id.; Plan § 6.13. Under New York law, the first
step in interpreting a contract is to determine whether the contract is ambiguous. See Space Imaging
-7-
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Europe, Ltd. v. Space Imaging L.P., 38 F. Supp. 2d 326, 333-34 (S.D.N.Y. 1999). “A contract is not
ambiguous when the language in it has a definite and precise meaning, unattended by danger of
misconception in the purport of the contract itself, and concerning which there is no reasonable basis
for a difference of opinion.” Id. at 334 (quotation marks omitted). “Where an agreement is
unambiguous on its face, it must be enforced in accordance with the plain meaning of its terms.”
Vintage, LLC v. Laws Const. Corp., 920 N.E. 2d 342, 343 (N.Y. 2009) (mem.). In this case, the
district court found that the Funding Agreement is unambiguous.
The district court judge whose order Dow is appealing has presided over the Dow Corning
settlement since 1995. Another panel of this Court recently discussed the standard of review we
apply when reviewing this judge’s determination that a plan document in the Dow Corning
bankruptcy is not ambiguous. See In re Settlement Facility Dow Corning Trust, 628 F.3d 769, 77173 (6th Cir. 2010). The majority observed that “[o]ur court is reasonably well-equipped to determine
whether a plan provision is ambiguous—we construe contracts all the time.” Id. at 772. But it noted
that when slogging through the morass of the Dow Corning settlement, we should recognize this
judge’s many years’ experience in exploring this potentially treacherous area. Id. Ultimately,
though, the majority concluded that “the determination whether a plan provision is ambiguous is not
a point on which we substantially defer.” Id. If we stay within the bounds of the plan documents
and do not stray into extrinsic evidence, we can traverse the Dow Corning slough as well as the
district court. We thus evaluate de novo the district court’s determination that the Funding
Agreement is unambiguous.
B. Nature of the Dispute
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As a preliminary matter, we think it is important to note what is and is not disputed in this
case. What is NOT disputed is Dow’s total payment obligation. The plan documents clearly state
that Dow is not required to pay a net present value in excess of $2.35 billion, calculated as of the
Effective Date and using a discount rate of 7% per year.5 Plan § 5.3; Funding Agreement § 2.01.
What is disputed here is the method used to ensure that Dow’s payments do not exceed this
funding cap. The gist of Dow’s position is that if a Time Value Credit is not awarded for every early
payment, its payments might exceed the net present value funding cap. Dow contends that the
Annual Payment Ceilings must be reduced every time it makes a payment early. In other words,
Dow argues that Time Value Credits are impliedly provided for all early payments, regardless of
whether they are expressly set forth in the Funding Agreement, as they are for some payments but
not for others. The Committee, on the other hand, contends that except in those instances where the
plan documents explicitly provide for a credit to an Annual Payment Ceiling, the net present value
funding cap is accomplished through the “true-up” provision which takes effect after the last Funding
Period. See Funding Agreement § 2.05(a)(ii). The first issue we must resolve, then, is whether Time
Value Credits are necessary for all early payments to enforce the net present value funding cap.
C. Meaning and Operation of “Time Value Credit”
“Time Value Credit” is the term at the center of this dispute, so the logical point to begin our
analysis is by figuring out exactly what it means. Since “Time Value Credit” is capitalized in the
Funding Agreement, it is a defined term. Funding Agreement § 1.01. Unfortunately, it is a very

5

As discussed below, there is a possible exception to this funding cap.
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poorly defined term. The Funding Agreement incorporates definitions from several other plan
documents, including the Plan itself, Funding Agreement § 1.01, but Time Value Credit is not
defined in those documents. The term appears only in the Funding Agreement. And it appears in
the Funding Agreement three times—twice in § 2.01(a)(ii) and once in § 2.02(d)—before it is finally
defined in § 2.03(b). The term also appears several times after § 2.03(b), but only in a section
governing modification, which is not relevant to this appeal.
The first two appearances of Time Value Credit are in a provision dealing with Insurance
Proceeds received by Dow before the Effective Date. Funding Agreement § 2.01(a)(ii). It provides
that Dow receives a credit for the nominal amount of Insurance Proceeds it held in trust on the
Effective Date and paid immediately after the Effective Date. The credit is to be applied toward the
Annual Payment Ceiling in Funding Period 1. In addition to crediting the nominal amount of the
Insurance Proceeds, Dow is entitled to a Time Value Credit of 7% per year calculated from the date
the Insurance Proceeds were received by the Trust until the beginning of Funding Period 1.
The third appearance of Time Value Credit is in a provision dealing with payments received
by the Trust after Funding Period 2. Funding Agreement § 2.02(d). It provides that if during any
Funding Period after Funding Period 2 the total amount of cash and Insurance Proceeds received by
the Trust exceeds the applicable Annual Payment Ceiling, the excess amount will be credited against
the Annual Payment Ceiling in the next Funding Period, “together with a Time Value Credit
calculated at the rate of 7% per annum from the date of receipt of the excess by the [Trust] until the
beginning of the next Funding Period.” Funding Agreement § 2.02(d).
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The two provisions described above refer to payments—either cash or Insurance
Proceeds—received before the Effective Date or after Funding Period 2. Insurance Proceeds
received between the Effective Date and the end of Funding Period 2 receive special treatment in the
Funding Agreement, and Time Value Credit is finally defined in the provision dealing with these
Insurance Proceeds.
If Insurance Proceeds received between the Effective Date and the end of Funding Period 2
exceed the Annual Payment Ceilings of Funding Periods 1 and 2, the excess amount receives its own
defined term: “Excess Insurance Proceeds.” Funding Agreement § 2.03(a). Insurance Proceeds and
cash received in other Funding Periods that exceed the Annual Payment Ceilings of those Funding
Periods are described generically as “excess,” see Funding Agreement § 2.02(d), and are not within
the definition of “Excess Insurance Proceeds.”
“Excess Insurance Proceeds” are credited against future Annual Payment Ceilings in a unique
way. Although received before the end of Funding Period 2, they are not credited toward the Annual
Payment Ceiling of Funding Period 3. Instead, they are credited in Funding Periods 5-8 in specified
proportions, thereby “smoothing out” the effect these credits have on the Annual Payment Ceilings,
as discussed at oral argument. Funding Agreement § 2.03(b)—the only instance where Time Value
Credit is defined—provides the following:
Excess Insurance Proceeds shall be credited against future Annual Payment
Ceilings as provided in this Section 2.03 to adjust the Annual Payment Ceilings in
Section 2.01(b) so as to maintain a net present value for the aggregate maximum
payments of $2,350,000,000, discounted at the rate of 7% per annum, to the Effective
Date. To achieve this, the amount of such credit shall equal the amount of the Excess
Insurance Proceeds plus an additional amount (the “Time Value Credit”) calculated
at the rate of 7% per annum, compounded annually, from the date of receipt of the
- 11 -
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Excess Insurance Proceeds until the first day of the Funding Period for the Annual
Payment Ceiling against which they are to be credited becomes due. Excess
Insurance Proceeds together with the applicable Time Value Credit will be credited
against Annual Payment Ceilings due in each of Funding Periods 5 through 8, in the
following proportions:
Funding Period 5: 50% of Excess Insurance Proceeds and the applicable
Time Value Credit thereon;
Funding Period 6: 30% of Excess Insurance Proceeds and the applicable
Time Value Credit thereon;
Funding Period 7: 10% of Excess Insurance Proceeds and the applicable
Time Value Credit thereon;
Funding Period 8: 10% of Excess Insurance Proceeds and the applicable
Time Value Credit thereon.
To the extent that the amount to be credited under this subsection exceeds the
relevant Annual Payment Ceiling obligation, the excess amount will be credited
against Annual Payment Ceilings due in the immediately succeeding Funding
Period(s) including the applicable Time Value Credit.
This provision is obtuse to be sure, but it does provide some insight into the meaning of
“Time Value Credit.” Viewing together this provision dealing with “Excess Insurance Proceeds”
and the other provisions dealing with generic excess payments, the following meaning of Time Value
Credit can be discerned: If a payment is to be credited against a future Annual Payment Ceiling, the
Funding Agreement sometimes provides that the amount credited shall include both the nominal
amount of the payment and an additional amount—a Time Value Credit—that accounts for some
or all of the period between the receipt of the payment by the Trust and the time the credit is applied.
But the Funding Agreement does not provide a Time Value Credit for every payment credited against
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a Future Annual Payment Ceiling, and as will be seen below, the Time Value Credits provided for
are not always calculated in the same way.

D. Time Value Credit and Net Present Value Adjustment Distinguished
When considering the meaning of “Time Value Credit,” it is also crucial to distinguish
between a credit to a future Annual Payment Ceiling and a net present value adjustment. Dow
asserts that the concepts are the same, but they clearly are not. The Funding Agreement refers to
adjusting Dow’s payments to the Effective Date to compare their net present value with the net
present value funding cap. Funding Agreement § 2.01. “Net present value adjustment” is a
convenient way to refer to this adjustment calculation, but it is not a defined term. As mentioned
above, with a possible exception identified below, all payments must be adjusted to the Effective
Date to ensure that the net present value of all the payments does not exceed a total net present value
of $2.35 billion. Time Value Credits, on the other hand, perform a different function altogether. A
Time Value Credit is only applicable when a payment is required by the Funding Agreement to be
credited against a future Annual Payment Ceiling. The key word is “credit.”
In an effort to equate Time Value Credits with net present value adjustments, Dow has
created a hybrid term. Dow’s briefs refer to a “Time Value Credit adjustment.” But this term does
not appear in the Funding Agreement itself, and it conflates the distinct concepts of credits and
adjustments. Although the Claims Administrator must “adjust” the Annual Payment Ceilings when
Dow receives a Time Value Credit, by its terms and by its operation, a Time Value Credit is a
- 13 -
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“credit,” not an “adjustment.” A Time Value Credit is only applicable when Dow is entitled to credit
a payment against a future Annual Payment Ceiling. In that situation, sometimes Dow is entitled to
credit the time value of the payment as well as the nominal amount, and sometimes it is not.
Crediting the time value of an excess payment against a future Annual Payment Ceiling is a separate
calculation from adjusting Dow’s total payments to the Effective Date to compare their net present
value with the net present value funding cap.
Furthermore, and most importantly, Time Value Credits are not necessary to ensure that the
net present value of Dow’s total payments does not exceed the $2.35 billion net present value
funding cap. The cornerstone of Dow’s position in this case is that unless it receives the Time Value
Credits it seeks, it may be required to pay an amount greater than the net present value funding cap.
Dow states that “[o]nly by giving [Time Value Credit] adjustments for both pre- and post-Effective
Date funding in excess of or at a time when there was no outstanding Annual Payment Ceiling can
the Plan’s net present value funding cap be enforced.” Appellant Br. 15.
Time Value Credits certainly benefit Dow because they operate to reduce the Annual
Payment Ceilings and thus reduce its obligation to make cash payments to cover any deficiencies in
reserves and Insurance Proceeds. But Time Value Credits are not necessary to enforce the net
present value funding cap because the Funding Agreement contains two other provisions that
perform this function. First, the Funding Agreement contains a “true-up” provision that requires the
Claims Administrator, after the final Funding Period, to calculate the net present value as of the
Effective Date of all payments Dow has made.

See Funding Agreement § 2.05(a)(ii). This

provision ensures that at the end of the last funding period, with a possible exception identified
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below, all Dow’s payments will be adjusted to the Effective Date to compare their net present value
with the net present value funding cap.
Of course, Dow might legitimately worry that this true-up will be performed too late. If it
turns out that the net present value of Dow’s payments exceeds the net present value funding cap,
Dow might not be able to recover funds already paid out to claimants. But this potential problem
is solved by another provision in the Funding Agreement—a provision that neither Dow nor the
Committee has cited in their briefs. Funding Agreement § 2.01(c) provides that at any time, if Dow
has paid “all amounts required by this Agreement”—that is, if the net present value of its total
payments equals $2.35 billion—then Dow can seek confirmation from the district court that its
funding obligations are terminated. This provision completely undermines Dow’s position that Time
Value Credits are necessary to enforce the net present value funding cap. So long as Dow keeps
track of the net present value of its payments and promptly petitions the district court to declare its
funding obligations terminated, it will never be required to pay more than it agreed to pay.
When a Time Value Credit is viewed as a credit that merely benefits Dow in the short run
but is not designed to enforce the net present value funding cap in the long run, Dow’s position
evaporates. The true-up and termination provisions protect Dow from paying more than it agreed
to pay. Time Value Credits are an additional benefit that Dow should receive only where the
Funding Agreement specifically provides for them. The next issue, then, is whether the district court
failed to award Time Value Credits for payments when the Funding Agreement specifically provided
for them. As explained below, the answer is no, although we must correct one erroneous conclusion
in the court’s order.
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E. Payments at Issue
1. Initial Payment ($985 million)
Before the Effective Date, Dow made an Initial Payment of $985 million. See Funding
Agreement § 2.01(a). Dow claims that it was not required to make this payment until the Effective
Date and therefore should receive a “Time Value Credit adjustment” for making the payment early.
The district court found that Dow is not entitled to a Time Value Credit for the Initial Payment. We
agree.
As explained above, a Time Value Credit is not an adjustment. The nominal amount of the
Initial Payment is not credited against any of the Annual Payment Ceilings, so neither should its time
value be credited against those ceilings. Because the Funding Agreement does not provide a Time
Value Credit for the Initial Payment, Dow is not entitled to one.
2. Pre-Effective Date Payment for Class 6D Claims ($18.4 million)
Dow paid $18.4 million to settle Class 6D claims before the Effective Date. It claims that
it is entitled to a “Time Value Credit adjustment” for this payment. The district court found that
because this provision does not use the term Time Value Credit, Dow is not entitled to a Time Value
Credit for this payment. We agree.
The Funding Agreement provides:
All payments to be made by Dow Corning directly to the 6A-6D Funds on or
before ninety (90) days after the Effective Date shall be deducted from the next
payment due from Dow Corning under this Agreement, and Dow Corning shall
receive appropriate credit, including [a net present value] adjustment in its funding
obligation in this Funding Payment Agreement.
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Funding Agreement § 2.10(c). If Dow were entitled to a Time Value Credit for these payments, the
Funding Agreement would say so. The parties certainly knew how to specify when a Time Value
Credit was required, since they did so elsewhere in the Funding Agreement.
However, the phraseology in this provision is admittedly confusing. The provision says that
Dow “shall receive appropriate credit, including [a net present value] adjustment in its funding
obligation.” We have explained that Time Value Credits and net present value adjustments are
separate concepts, but this phrase almost appears to conflate the two. But it is important to note the
nature of the payment to which this phrase refers. In contrast to most of the other payments
described in the Funding Agreement, this phrase refers to payments that Dow is making not to the
Trust but instead directly to separate funds. Funding Agreement § 2.10(c). Since § 2.01 says that
Dow agreed to make payments “to the Settlement Facility”—i.e. the Trust—up to a maximum net
present value of $2.35 billion, § 2.10(c) needed to specify that Dow would receive “credit” for its
direct payments to these other funds for purposes of the net present value funding cap.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the provision does not say that Dow will receive the “[net
present value] adjustment” in the “next payment due”—the point at which it receives credit for the
nominal value of the payment. Instead, the phrase “appropriate credit, including [a net present value]
adjustment in its funding obligation” is best read to mean that both the nominal amount and the
timing of these payments will be taken into account through a net present value adjustment to Dow’s
total “funding obligation.” In short, the nominal value of this payment is credited against the “next
payment due,” and the net present value of the payment is included when determining the net present
value of Dow’s total payments.
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3. Insurance Proceeds Paid in Funding Period 3 ($57,736,990)
The Trust received $57,736,990 in Insurance Proceeds in Funding Period 3. Dow claims that
this payment exceeded the Annual Payment Ceiling of Funding Period 3 ($374 million), and
therefore it is entitled to have this excess amount, with a “Time Value Credit adjustment,” credited
against successive Annual Payment Ceilings. The district court found that Dow was not entitled to
a Time Value Credit for this payment. We agree.
This payment would only have exceeded the Annual Payment Ceiling of Funding Period 3
if we held that Dow was entitled to a Time Value Credit for the Initial Payment and that amount was
credited against the Annual Payment Ceilings of Funding Periods 1-3. Otherwise the money
received in Funding Period 3 would fall below the Annual Payment Ceiling . Having concluded
above that Dow is not entitled to a Time Value Credit for the Initial Payment since the Funding
Agreement does not provide for one, the $57,736,990 in Insurance Proceeds paid in Funding Period
3 did not exceed the Annual Payment Ceiling, and Dow is not entitled to a Time Value Credit for
this payment.
Although Dow is not entitled to a Time Value Credit for these specific Insurance Proceeds
because they did not exceed the Annual Payment Ceiling, we disagree with the district court to the
extent it found that Dow is never entitled to Time Value Credits in Funding Periods after Funding
Period 2. See R. 836, Order, PageID # 14197. This finding ignores Funding Agreement § 2.02(d),
which provides:
In any Funding Period after Funding Period 2 in which the total amount of
cash and Insurance Proceeds received by the Settlement Facility exceeds the
applicable Annual Payment Ceiling (as adjusted pursuant to Sections 2.03-2.05), the
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excess over the Annual Payment Ceiling will be credited against the Annual Payment
Ceiling in the next Funding Period(s), together with a Time Value Credit calculated
at the rate of 7% per annum from the date of receipt of the excess by the Settlement
Facility until the beginning of the next Funding Period.
This provision clearly entitles Dow to Time Value Credits if the Trust receives funds in
excess of the Annual Payment Ceiling in any Funding Period after Funding Period 2. Therefore, to
the extent the district court’s order says that Dow will never be entitled to a Time Value Credit for
Insurance Proceeds received after Funding Period 2, the order is in error. Although we have
determined that the Annual Payment Ceiling was not exceeded in Funding Period 3, we have no way
of knowing whether a future Annual Payment Ceiling might be exceeded.
4. Pre-Effective Date Insurance Proceeds ($211,456,278)
Dow received $211,456,278 in Insurance Proceeds before the Effective Date. Funding
Agreement § 2.01(a)(ii) required the following:
Insurance Proceeds held by Dow Corning on the Effective Date shall be held in trust
for the benefit of the Trust and paid to the Trust 90 days after the Effective Date and
credited against the Annual Payment Ceiling for Funding Period 1, together with a
Time Value Credit calculated at the rate of 7% per annum from the date of receipt of
such excess by the Settlement Facility until the beginning of Funding Period 1. To
the extent the amount to be credited (including the Time Value Credit) exceeds the
Annual Payment Ceiling for Funding Period 1, such excess shall be credited against
the Annual Payment Ceiling for Funding Period 2.
The district court found that “Dow Corning is entitled to Time Value Credit on Insurance
Proceeds upon receipt by the Settlement Facility only until the beginning of Funding Period 1, to be
credited, if in excess of the Annual Payment Ceiling for Funding Period 1, against the Annual
Payment Ceiling for Funding Period 2.” R. 836, Order, PageId # 14194. In other words, it found
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that Dow was not entitled to a second Time Value Credit for the excess that rolled over into Funding
Period 2.
Having found that a Time Value Credit is a benefit that Dow receives only when the Funding
Agreement explicitly provides it, we agree. The Funding Agreement says that Dow gets a Time
Value Credit from the date of receipt of the excess Insurance Proceeds until the beginning of
Funding Period 1. It does not provide another Time Value Credit for the amount that rolls over into
Funding Period 2. Therefore, we conclude that Dow receives only the Time Value Credit
specifically provided for in the Funding Agreement.
5. Payment for Settlement Facility Access to MDL 926 Claims Office Materials ($2.9
million); Payment from Dow’s MDL 926 Escrow Account ($2,180, 656); Payment to Class
4A Claimants ($7.2 million)
The parties each briefly address whether Dow should receive Time Value Credits for these
three relatively small payments, all of which were made after the Effective Date and before the start
of the first Funding Period. The district court found that Dow was not entitled to a Time Value
Credit for these payments because the Funding Agreement does not provide for one. We agree.
Because the Funding Agreement does not provide a Time Value Credit for these payments, Dow is
not entitled to one.
F. Net Present Value Adjustment for the Initial Payment
In addition to disputing the eight Time Value Credits sought by Dow, the parties also dispute
whether Dow should receive a net present value adjustment for the Initial Payment which was paid
several years before the Effective Date. (Recall that the Initial Payment was placed into escrow with
the interest accruing to the benefit of the Trust.) The Funding Agreement has a special provision
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addressing the effect the actual interest received on $905 million of the Initial Payment would have
on the net present value funding cap. It provides that the interest received on this amount “shall not
be included in calculating the payment of the net present value of $2,350,000,000 under this
Agreement.” Funding Agreement § 2.01(a). Although clearly the actual interest is disregarded when
calculating the net present value, the parties dispute whether the $905 million should be adjusted to
the Effective Date using the 7% discount rate used to adjust the other payments.
This issue was not decided by the district court. The litigation below centered on Time Value
Credits, not on net present value adjustments. Because the issue of a net present value adjustment
for the Initial Payment was not resolved in the first instance by the district court, we decline to
address it for the first time on appeal. See Elkins v. Richardson-Merrell, Inc., 8 F.3d 1068, 1072 (6th
Cir. 1993) (“This court does not normally address issues raised for the first time on appeal.”).
III. CONCLUSION
The district court was correct to distinguish between Time Value Credits and net present
value adjustments. Time Value Credits are credits that operate to reduce the Annual Payment
Ceilings when expressly provided for in the Funding Agreement. Net present value adjustments, on
the other hand, are the adjustments made to compare the net present value of Dow’s total payments
with the $2.35 billion net present value funding cap. Accordingly, we AFFIRM the district court’s
order with respect to every finding except its determination that Dow is never entitled to a Time
Value Credit for Funding Periods after Funding Period 2. The Funding Agreement clearly states that
if the cash and Insurance Proceeds received by the Trust during these Funding Periods exceeds the
applicable Annual Payment Ceiling, Dow is entitled to a Time Value Credit for the excess. We hold
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that the Funding Agreement is unambiguous and that Dow is entitled to Time Value Credits only
where expressly provided by the Funding Agreement. We express no opinion as to whether Dow
is entitled to a net present value adjustment for the Initial Payment.
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